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AN OPEN LETTER TO PREMIER JASON KENNEY
Alberta's economy is being driven into the ground by forces from all

Alberta's economy is being driven into the ground by forces from all
directions. Until now, those forces have been largely our own federal
government. But that is changing! Our economy is now being shut down by
our own Alberta provincial government. When and where will it end?
Our only article today is an open letter to Alberta Premier Jason Kenney
written by an Alberta doctor. If you are self-employed or a small
businessman, you will likely agree with its contents. If you are on a guaranteed
salary (government or otherwise), you will likely not.
Please take the time to read and consider it. Read the letter here
OUR READERS' COMMENTS
1. From a Reader: I cannot believe that all restaurants are closed as of
tonight….for a month. Plus so many other business that have a stellar track
record of going through the first absurd lockdown, then opening to half
capacity restrictions, investing in Plexiglas screens and significant education in
sanitizing with ZERO COVID cases get the goddamn government shutting
them down. Appalling.
2. From a Reader: All the lockdowns are doing is KILLING OUR ECONOMY,
exactly what I believe Trudeau wants. He is already well on his way to
destroying Alberta's. That’s what the Chinese virus is really doing.
This will give him more excuses to put forward his build back better “Reset”
scam.
3. From a Reader: I recently watched an old movie movie called "1984 by
George Orwell" staring Richard Burton (the last movie he made before his
death in 1984). After watching the movie, I said to myself, "This is Trudeau's
vision for Canada". I came to the realization this is happening right NOW. For
this to work Trudeau needs Quebec, Ontario and the "TRUSTED" media ( who
are they) which he bribed (or in the process) with 595 million dollars of
taxpayers money. In my opinion these three are so into themselves, they don't
realize they are being used (the old adage, divide and conquer). Then there is
the resistance, Alberta and Saskatchewan and possibly New Brunswick.
Globalists (Trudeau) are elected tyrants who have the money and power to get
their way. There are also non elected globalists who are tyrants with mega
bucks and power, like the UN, WHO, UNIPCC, Tide Foundation, and
environmental groups, who want their way. "Big Brother" is watching You.

4. From a Reader: We will need a new identity. I suggest we rename the
country. We could have a contest. Some names to consider. BANADA and
replace the maple leaf with yes, the banana. Another name could be CABANA
and the flag could be a framed grass shack this would make it palatable for the
snowbirds.
5. From a Reader: How many more years can the Alberta taxpayer continue
being Ottawa's and Quebec's personal bank account. Enough is enough
people! All Albertans owe it to themselves and to Alberta to get educated on
the costs associated with being part of the Canadian family. Also, know that to
make the necessary changes to this relationship, it will take a massive change
to the constitution, which requires the approval of 7 of the 10 provinces. Never
going to happen!!
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. POILIEVRE WANTS BILL C-69 AND BILL C-48 REPEALED TO UNLEASH
ENERGY SECTOR Click here
2. GUNTER: IS TRUDEAU PUSHING CANADA INTO A UNITARY STATE,
INSTEAD OF A FEDERATION? Click here
3. CANADA WILL WATCH THE COMING OIL BOOM LARGELY FROM THE
SIDELINES Click here
4. CONRAD BLACK: THE LIBERAL GOVERNMENT'S POLICY OF SELFIMPROVERISHMENT WILL HURT US ALL Click here
5. WORLD DEBT CLOCK Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important

by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com
Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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